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Galapagos Islands

In 2016, I was lucky enough to visit the Galapagos Islands with my wife and our
friends Carlos and Isabel. I’m so happy to be able to share some of the unique
history, stories and sights of the islands. This is definitely a place to add to your
bucket list. Enjoy!

The Galápagos are so unique; different than anywhere else in the world. The
islands are basically inhabited only by its unique animals with no humans on
many of them. Some areas are frozen in time, the same as the day Darwin
stepped foot there.

Video story of the Galapagos Islands (My photo)
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Killing of the Gallapagos Goats

Killing of the Galagapos goats

Fishmen brought 3 goats to these islands and in a short period time there was a
quarter million goats destroying the islands. The government had a unique way
of solving this problem. Watch the video.

Animals of the Galagapos

It is no wonder that Darwin was fascinated with the Gallapos Islands with all of
its unique animals. Here is a video I made of some those animals on the
islands. Have you heard of blue footed boobies or red footed boobies?

https://youtu.be/vVWMIsHMQPs


The Darwin Story

160 years ago, the British naturalist published his famous book “On the origin of
species”. His theory radically transformed Biology, offering a new explanation of
the ancestry and evolution of living beings.

Galapagos Islands oil painting

3S Art Oil Painting

Galapagos Island photos
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